
The Pineal gland the key to Divine powers?

What is the Pineal gland?

Our ancestors all left behind images and knowledge about the Pineal gland. If we look at the 

sumerian realm, we see Enki holding a pine cone at the level of the middle of the brain. In ancient 

Egypt we see the eye of Horos painted and archived in various places and also on the staff of Osiris 

we see the pine cone. The Latin name for pineal gland is Corpus pineale.

Photo 1 Pineal gland Annunaki

Photo 2 eye of Horos

When we look at Horos' eye and a cross-section of our brain, something catches the eye. We can see

that the pineal gland is very similar to the eye of Horos, it would mean that the Egyptians were in 

possession of this knowledge and registered it through symbols and thus passed on the knowledge.



Photo 4 and 5 Staff of Osiris 

We see not only the pine cone on the staff of Osiris, but also the snakes. My personal view in this is 

that the middle part of the staff is our spine or that leads to the middle chamber of our brain. To the 

left and right of the staff are symbolically the left and right hemispheres of the brain, the snake 

ensures that a fluid is transported from our lower back to our brain (kundalini) through which the 

pineal gland is activated.

Even today we see this symbolism again in the Vatican here stands the largest pine cone in the 

world the same pine cone that the Sumariers held, why does this symbolism keep coming back? 

Surely it must be something important if it has been documented for centuries.

Photo 6: Vatican Pine Cone



Photo 7 Pine cone

We also find the golden ratio at the bottom of the pine cone. The golden ratio or sectio aurea is also 

called the signature of God. This Golden Ratio where the number 1,618 adheres we encounter 

everywhere in our lives. From our phalanges to the womb of the woman and in nature the Nautilis 

squid the sunflower and so on. Our well-known mathematician Euclid has provided various 

calculations to calculate this golden ratio.

Photo 8 right and left hemisphere of the brain

Photo 8 shows what the tasks are of the left and right hemispheres of the brain, we see a red line 

through the middle of the brain. (for me symbolically considering the middle room) Normally these 

work separately from each other, my personal goal is to connect and make them work together. The 

masculine and the feminine the sun and the moon together, in order to create the optimal light



The pineal gland is considered in Eastern philosophies the epiphysis as the seat of the soul. The 

French philosopher René Descartes spent a lot of time studying the pineal gland and assumed that 

the pineal gland was the central place for interaction between body and soul and, like eastern 

philosophies, called the pineal gland the 'seat of the soul' and is also associated with the 6th chakra 

ajna.

The pineal gland is assigned an important role in spiritual functions, such as; intuition, (lucid) 

dreams, the connection with the universe and manifestation. It is therefore also called the third eye 

in other beliefs. The pineal gland has the shape of a pine cone and is the size of a peanut.

Components and functioning of the Pineal Gland:

 The pineal gland is positioned between the eyebrows and in the middle of the brain. It consists of 

small crystals and has a piezoelectric effect. (piezoelectric The word piezo is derived from the 

Greek word piezein, which means to press.) Under the influence of pressure, an electronic voltage is

created. In a piezoelectric crystal, the positive and negative electric charges are separated. Due to a 

deformation of the crystal, the symmetry of the unit cell is broken, and by the asymmetry an 

electrical voltage is generated. Depending on the mechanical energy supplied, the voltage generated

can vary from millevolts, due to sound vibrations to many thousands of volts with gas lighters.

In the pineal gland, melatonin is produced and is therefore responsible for the waking and sleeping 

rhythm. Melatonin is produced when there is a difference of light in the eyes, e.g. with blue light, 

the production is stopped at dark, the pineal gland starts producing again. The gland is surrounded 

by two other important hormone glands, the pituitary gland and the hypothalamus. Dr. Strassman 

writes in his book "DMT the spirit molecule" that the spiritual properties of the pineal gland come 

from DMT or Dimethyltryptamine. Dimethyltryptamine occurs naturally in small amounts in nature

and our body, for example in Ayahuasca, Acacia and Mimosa. It is therefore also called the spirit 

molecule. In the 80s and 90s DMT was very popular with business people and was also called the 

busismen drug. In humans it can cause schizophrenia and we know that the molecule is naturally 

released in (near) death experiences.

About the DMT molecule is not known what its ultimate purpose is and many scholars are very 

surprised at its existence in nature and in our body. There is a theory that it is used for telepathic 

communication between different plants and animals.

Photo 9 DMT chemical composition



Ayahuasca has been ritually used since time immemorial by various tribes of the Amazon rainforest 

for cleansing, healing, prediction and sorcery. It is seen as a means that can free the soul from the 

physical shell, in order to be able to move freely through "other realities". Personally, I interpret 

this, as if we are trapped in our body (the flesh) and that there is much more than we can perceive 

from the body, it is indicated that we only perceive 1% of the 99% percent that still exists around 

us.

If we look at the molecular components of Melatonin and DMT, we see that they are not very 

different from each other.

Photo 10 Molecule Melatonin
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The possibility exists that due to a certain vibration or shock the pineal gland instead of. Melatonin 

produces DMT. Certain molecules seem to be separated, turning it into DMT.

Influence positive and negative from the outside: 

So we know that sound vibrations have an effect on pinealgae land and can activate it. We can also 

indicate sound as vibration per second, which creates a certain frequency. In 1939 Joseph Goebbels 

would have changed the music frequency in order to get a better grip on the human mind. After 

research, however, it appears that in the USA the music standard around 1900 had already changed 

the frequency from 417 Hz to 440 Hz. As a result, the healing powers of the frequencies have been 

nullified. If we look at the natural frequency of the earth it is 528Hz and we call this solfeggio 

frequencies which consist of 396, 417, 528, 639, 741, 852. It is known that these frequencies have a 

positive healing effect on humans, animals and plants.

As we can see in the next picture how a water molecule is affected with solfeggio frequency and 

just for convenience a negative frequency. We see a nice symmetry in the positive frequency and 

almost no symmetry in the negative frequency. A test was done by Doctor Fujiwra who spoke with 

words to the water. This test showed: if one spoke positive words in the water, the molecule became

nicely symmetrical, with negative words the molecule became asymmetrical, this indicates the 

power of the positive word again. It also indicates that we can heal ourselves and the earth with 

positive thoughts.



Photo 11 water Molecule

Our body consists of 80% water and so frequency also has a direct effect on us in a positive or 

negative form. Frequency can be found not only in music but also in the form of Wi-Fi and UMTS 

electromagnetic radiation, which move invisibly through our space and influence us unnoticed in 

our daily lives.

A good example is the testing of the new 5G network in Stitswerd in Groningen the Netherlands at 

the beginning of 2017 at the end of 2016. In addition, there were reports from the local farmers that 

the cows started to react strangely in the meadow and the stables. They walked against each other 

making spastic movements or falling down. The farmers were faced with a conundrum, but after 

further investigation it turned out that the new 5G network was being tested in the region.

The food can also negatively affect our pineal gland, in the USA people have been putting fluoride 

in the water for years with the result that the pinaelgland calcifies. It is the same fluoride that is in 

our toothpaste and is therefore also absorbed into our body. My grandmother always said "never 

swallow the toothpaste, rinse well" this was with a well-founded reason. Then we have television 

which uses light frequencies and the word to influence people to buy or do things, subliminal 

messages are sent and received in our subconsciousness.

Photo 12 Calcified pineal gland:



What could be a reason to cause so much damage to our pineal gland? According to Decartes, it is 

the seat of the soul and yet there is an almost invisible attack on this organ. What comes to mind is 

that we as humans with this organ have a part of a key in our hands to solve certain things "that 

have already been described in ancient times" "a kind of puzzle". The key to looking into 

dimensions that we cannot see now, to use our almost divine powers, healing, creativity and 

spiritual unfoldment perhaps one of the greatest secrets of humanity,the reason why we are here can

be invented. Divine powers do not have to be interpreted literally, possibly in the distant past it was 

completely normal that people had, for example, telepathic, healing and clairvoyant powers in their 

possession. Personally, I think that our DNA has been manipulated (or (de)evaluated) so that we can

achieve this gift more difficult, we are connected to the earth and the universe and by the change of 

the earthly or universe frequency we as humans have also changed, these factors could also fit 

together.

Is the pineal gland part of the lost key and have we ended up on the wrong track with our 

technologies? Should we look inwards instead of outwards as happens to many people now, more 

with mother earth and her nature in order to get the right balance and to activate this key. Actually, 

as the ancient civilizations used to do, being one with nature and the universe and so also one with 

each other. All medicines nutrients and everything we need as humans is or was actually found in 

nature.

We are distracted today and there are people who are only concerned with works and materialistic 

things. It seems to be a conditioned state where we live in a kind of Matrix of repetition, you are 

born going to school goes to work buys a house gets children and dies in the flesh and it starts all 

over again (my vision). It seems as if the snake eats its own tail again and again, but is this the 

reason for which we are here or are we here to solve the puzzle and discover things?.

Or is the puzzle already solved and are we kept in a vicious circle by the one who solved this puzzle

so that they can retain the power to maintain it?

Who will say, I wish that I have encouraged you, dear reader, to continue your own research into the

hidden treasures of man.

Sincerly Dennis Victor van der Graaf,

Haarlem 2018 Netherlands 

I hereby thank the developers of the attached images


